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ABSTRACT

Disclosed is a method for unlocking a touch screen, including that: an unlocking gesture and a screen transition in unlocking are preset, wherein the screen transition is as follows: a screen is turned along an axis on the screen to produce a visual effect similar to that of pushing open a revolving door, such that a lock screen is turned gradually from the front of the screen to the back of the screen, and an unlocked screen is turned gradually from the back of the screen to the front of the screen; the screen is divided into two or more zones each corresponding to a distinct application; when the screen is unlocked in such a zone, the unlocked screen is an interface of an application corresponding to the zone; and when the screen has to be unlocked, the unlocking gesture is performed on the screen to unlock the screen. With the technical solution, efficiency in unlocking a touch screen and user experience may be improved significantly. Also disclosed is a device for unlocking a touch screen including an unlocking gesture setting module, a
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screen transition setting module, a screen dividing module, and an unlocking module.
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Fig. 1

1. An unlocking gesture is preset (S101)
2. A screen transition in unlocking is preset (S102)
3. Upon detection of a screen-clicking gesture of the unlocking gesture, the screen is unlocked according to the preset screen transition in unlocking (S103)
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR UNLOCKING TOUCH SCREEN

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to touch screen technology, and more particularly to a method and device for unlocking a touch screen.

BACKGROUND

With the advance of electronic technology, more and more touch screens are used in electronic equipments, in particular in mobile electronic equipments, such as mobile phones, tablet computers, etc. In order to save power and avoid misoperation, an electronic equipment with a touch screen is typically provided with a screen locking-unlocking function. Currently, there are mainly two kinds of unlocking solutions for most touch equipments, one is to unlock a screen by inputting a password, which is a relatively complicated process that requires a longer period of time to recall and enter the password. The other is to unlock a screen by a sliding movement on the screen, which requires presetting a sliding zone and a sliding path for a user and providing a path direction prompt, where the user is provided with a small unlocking zone and less freedom, and is required to think and learn in using such an unlocking solution.

The primary goal of unlocking a mobile phone is to use the mobile phone, so there is a need for a faster, simpler, less restrictive, and more user-intuitive unlocking solution.

SUMMARY

It is desired that embodiments of the disclosure provide a touch screen user with a faster, simpler, less restrictive, and more user-intuitive unlocking solution, so as to improve usability and user experience of an electronic equipment.

The principle of the disclosure is as follows.

As a daily facility, a revolving door can bring, upon a gentle push, people from one space to another space; meanwhile, the side inside the door turns to be outside. In view of this, we can envision a screen of a mobile phone as a device similar to a revolving door. The front side of the screen is a lock screen, the back side of the screen is an unlocked screen (which may be a standby interface, an interface before exit, or an interface of an application preset by the lock screen). The screen, which is in a lock screen state and is brightened up, may be unlocked by flipping an interface at the back of the screen to the front along an axis in the middle of the screen using a certain gesture, including but not limited to: two single clicks, a double click, a long press, a sliding movement perpendicular to the axis (with an angle deviation allowed), and the like.

Accordingly, a technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

A method for unlocking a touch screen, includes steps of:
- presetting an unlocking gesture;
- presetting a screen transition in unlocking, wherein the screen transition includes: turning a screen along an axis on the screen, such that a lock screen is turned gradually from the front of the screen to the back of the screen, and an unlocked screen is turned gradually from the back of the screen to the front of the screen; and
- detecting a screen-clicking gesture, and upon detection of a screen-clicking gesture of the unlocking gesture, unlocking the screen according to the preset screen transition in unlocking.

In an embodiment, the unlocking gesture may be one of the following operations:
- two single clicks, a double click, a long press, and a sliding movement perpendicular to the axis.

In an embodiment, the method may further include steps of: when the screen is in a lock screen state and is brightened up, upon detecting that the screen is clicked on once, turning the lock screen by a small angle, prompting a user of a way to unlock the screen, and restoring the lock screen gradually when no operation is performed by the user within a preset period of time.

In an embodiment, the step of turning a screen along an axis on the screen may be: turning the screen to the right when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the right of the axis, or turning the screen to the left when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the left of the axis.

In an embodiment, the method may further include steps of:
- dividing the screen into N zones, wherein the N is a natural number greater than or equal to 2; presetting the N zones to each correspond to one of N different applications; and when the unlocking gesture is performed in one of the N zones, setting the unlocked screen as an interface of an application corresponding to the one of the N zones.

A device for unlocking a touch screen, includes: an unlocking gesture setting module, a screen transition setting module, and an unlocking module, wherein
- the unlocking gesture setting module is configured for presetting an unlocking gesture;
- the screen transition setting module is configured for presetting a screen transition in unlocking, wherein the screen transition includes: turning a screen along an axis on the screen, such that a lock screen is turned gradually from the front of the screen to the back of the screen, and an unlocked screen is turned gradually from the back of the screen to the front of the screen; and
- the unlocking module is configured for detecting a screen-clicking gesture, and upon detection of a screen-clicking gesture of the unlocking gesture, unlocking the screen according to the preset screen transition in unlocking.

In an embodiment, the unlocking gesture may be one of the following operations:
- two single clicks, a double click, a long press, and a sliding movement perpendicular to the axis.

In an embodiment, the screen transition setting module may be further configured for presetting a screen transition of: when the screen is in a lock screen state and is brightened up, upon detecting that the screen is clicked on once, turning the lock screen by a small angle, prompting a user of a way to unlock the screen, and restoring the lock screen gradually when no operation is performed by the user within a preset period of time.

In an embodiment, the screen transition setting module may be configured for presetting to turn the screen to the right when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the right of the axis, or to turn the screen to the left when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the left of the axis.

In an embodiment, the device may further include a screen dividing module for: dividing the screen into N zones, wherein the N is a natural number greater than or equal to 2; presetting the N zones to each correspond to one of N different applications; and when the unlocking gesture is performed in one of the N zones, setting the unlocked screen as an interface of an application corresponding to the one of the N zones.
Compared to the prior art, the method and device for unlocking a touch screen according to the disclosure conform to people’s daily habits, and are more intuitive; with the disclosure, no operation path is defined, and there may be various operation gestures, leading to less limitation, providing more freedom as well as adaptation to a left-handed user, such that efficiency in unlocking a touch screen may be improved, thus leading to enhanced user experience.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for unlocking a touch screen according to Embodiment 1 of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a lock screen according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a small-angle turn of a lock screen upon a click on the screen in a zone to the right of an axis according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a small-angle turn of a lock screen upon a click on the screen in a zone to the left of an axis according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a screen flip when unlocking is performed in a zone to the right of the screen according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of performing unlocking in a zone to the right of an axis when the screen is divided into two zones according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of unlocking in a zone to the left of an axis when the screen is divided into two zones according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a structure of a device for unlocking a touch screen according to Embodiment 2 of the disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

Clear, complete description of a technical solution of an embodiment of the disclosure is given with reference to a drawing of the embodiment. Embodiments described are merely part of, instead of all, embodiments of the disclosure. Any other embodiment obtained by those skilled in the art without any inventive effort falls within the scope of protection of the disclosure.

In order to solve an existing problem in the prior art, the disclosure provides a method and device for unlocking a touch screen, offering a touch screen user a faster, simpler, less restrictive, and more user-intuitive unlocking solution.

To clearly illustrate the disclosure, a technical solution of the disclosure is described with both method and device embodiments.

**Embodiment 1**

The present embodiment provides a method for unlocking a touch screen. As shown in FIG. 1, the method includes steps as follows.

In step S101, an unlocking gesture is preset.

In this step, the preset unlocking gesture includes but is not limited to the following operations:

- two single clicks, a double click, a long press, and a sliding movement perpendicular to the axis, where said sliding movement is allowed to have an angle deviation.

- In step S102, a screen transition in unlocking is preset as follows: a screen is turned along an axis on the screen starting from a lock screen, to produce a visual effect of turning the lock screen gradually from the front of the screen to the back of the screen, and turning an unlocked screen gradually from the back of the screen to the front of the screen.

In this embodiment, the lock screen is as shown in FIG. 2. When the screen is in a lock screen state and is brightened up, an axis in the middle of the screen, i.e. the dash-dotted line shown in FIG. 2, divides the screen into two zones.

In this embodiment, the screen may be turned to different directions depending on where a hand touches the screen. The screen is turned to the right when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the right of the axis, or to the left when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the left of the axis.

As shown in FIG. 3, in the state of FIG. 2, upon a click on the zone to the right of the axis, the lock screen may be turned to the right by a small angle. As shown in FIG. 4, in the state of FIG. 2, upon a click on the zone to the left of the axis, the lock screen may be turned to the left by a small angle. This Small-angle turn serves to prompt a user of a way to unlock the screen. The lock screen may be restored gradually when no move is made by the user within a preset period of time.

In step S103, upon detection of a screen-clicking gesture of the unlocking gesture, the screen is unlocked according to the preset screen transition in unlocking.

As shown in FIG. 5, in the state of FIG. 2, when unlocking is performed on the right zone of the screen, for example when two single clicks, a double click, a sliding movement perpendicular to the imaginary axis, or the like, is detected, the screen is turned smoothly from right to left. After the screen is turned over, the unlocked screen is displayed on the screen, and the screen is unlocked.

**Embodiment 2**

The present embodiment is a specific embodiment of the method described in Embodiment 1. Based on the method described in Embodiment 1, the screen is divided into N zones, wherein the N is a natural number greater than or equal to 2; the N zones is preset to each correspond to one of N different applications; and when the unlocking gesture is performed in one of the N zones, the unlocked screen is set as an interface of an application corresponding to the one of the N zones. Embodiment 2 is further elaborated below with N=2.

The basic steps of this embodiment are similar to those of Embodiment 1, and are not repeated herein. Embodiment 2 differs from Embodiment 1 in that, the screen is divided into two zones. The unlocked screen may be different depending on which one of the two zones unlocking is performed in. The left zone of the screen is set to correspond to a camera application, and the right zone of the screen is set to correspond to a general unlocking zone. As shown in FIG. 6, when unlocking is performed in the right zone of the screen, the unlocked screen may be a standby interface or interface before quit. As shown in FIG. 7, when unlocking is performed in the left zone of the screen, the unlocked screen may be a camera interface.

As can be seen from the technical solutions of Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 2, with the method provided by the disclosure, a screen transition in unlocking is preset to produce a visual effect similar to that of pushing open a revolving door, such that a lock screen is pushed to the back of the screen, and an unlocked screen is flipped from the back of the screen over to the front of the screen, such that a touch screen user is provided with a faster, simpler, less
restrictive, and more user-intuitive unlocking solution, improving usability and user experience of an electronic equipment.

Embodiment 3

The present embodiment provides a device for unlocking a touch screen. As shown in FIG. 8, the device includes an unlocking gesture setting module 810, a screen transition setting module 820, and an unlocking module 840; and may further include a screen dividing module 830.

The unlocking gesture setting module 810 is configured for presetting an unlocking gesture.

The unlocking gesture preset by the unlocking gesture setting module may include, but is not limited to operations of:

- two single clicks, a double click, a long press, and a sliding movement perpendicular to the axis (with an angle deviation allowed).

The screen transition setting module 820 is configured for: presetting a screen transition in unlocking as turning a screen along an axis on the screen, such that a lock screen is turned gradually from the front of the screen to the back of the screen, and an unlocked screen is turned gradually from the back of the screen to the front of the screen; and when the screen is in a lock screen state and is brightened up, upon a click on the screen, turning the lock screen by a small angle to prompt a user of a way to unlock the screen, and restoring the lock screen gradually when no operation is performed by the user within a preset period of time.

In this embodiment, the screen may be turned to different directions depending on where a hand touches the screen. The screen is turned to the right when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on the zone to the right of the axis, or to the left when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the left of the axis.

The screen dividing module 830 may be configured for: dividing the screen into N zones, where the N is a natural number greater than or equal to 2; presetting the N zones to each correspond to one of N different applications; and when the unlocking gesture is performed in one of the N zones, setting the unlocked screen as an interface of an application corresponding to the one of the N zones.

The unlocking module 840 is configured for detecting a screen-clicking gesture, and upon detection of a screen-clicking gesture of the unlocking gesture, unlocking the screen according to the preset screen transition in unlocking.

With the device for unlocking a touch screen provided by the disclosure, by introducing a screen transition setting module, a screen transition in unlocking is preset to produce a visual effect similar to that of pushing open a revolving door, such that a touch screen user is provided with a faster, simpler, less restrictive, and more user-intuitive unlocking solution, improving usability and user experience of an electronic equipment.

The above description illustrates and describes embodiments of the present disclosure, however as mentioned above, it should be understood that the present disclosure is not limited to the forms disclosed herein; the forms should not be construed as exclusion of other embodiments, but may apply to various other combinations, modifications and contexts, and can be altered according to the above teaching or techniques or knowledge in related art within the scope of the present disclosure. Any modification or alteration made by the skilled in the art without departing from the spirit and scope of the present disclosure should fall in the protection scope of the appended claims of the present disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for unlocking a touch screen, comprising steps of:
   - presetting an unlocking gesture;
   - presetting a screen transition in unlocking, wherein the screen transition comprises: turning a screen along an axis on the screen, such that a lock screen is turned gradually from the front of the screen to the back of the screen, and an unlocked screen is turned gradually from the back of the screen to the front of the screen; and detecting a screen-clicking gesture of the unlocking gesture, and upon detection of the screen-clicking gesture, unlocking the screen according to the preset screen transition in unlocking,
   wherein the method further comprises steps of: when the screen is in a lock screen state, upon detecting that the screen is clicked on once, brightening up the screen and turning the lock screen by a small angle, prompting a user to perform the unlocking gesture to unlock screen, and restoring the lock screen gradually when no operation is performed by the user within a preset period of time.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the unlocking gesture is one of the following operations:
   - two single clicks, a double click, a long press, and a sliding movement perpendicular to the axis.

3. The method according to claim 2, further comprising steps of:
   - dividing the screen into N zones, wherein the N is a natural number greater than or equal to 2; presetting the N zones to each correspond to one of N different applications; and when the unlocking gesture is performed in one of the N zones, setting the unlocked screen as an interface of an application corresponding to the one of the N zones.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of turning a screen along an axis on the screen is: turning the screen to the right when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the right of the axis, or turning the screen to the left when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the left of the axis.

5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising steps of:
   - dividing the screen into N zones, wherein the N is a natural number greater than or equal to 2; presetting the N zones to each correspond to one of N different applications; and when the unlocking gesture is performed in one of the N zones, setting the unlocked screen as an interface of an application corresponding to the one of the N zones.

6. The method according to claim 1, further comprising steps of:
   - dividing the screen into N zones, wherein the N is a natural number greater than or equal to 2; presetting the N zones to each correspond to one of N different applications; and when the unlocking gesture is performed in one of the N zones, setting the unlocked screen as an interface of an application corresponding to the one of the N zones.

7. A device for unlocking a touch screen, comprising:
   - at least one hardware processor;
   - a non-transitory computer-readable medium storing computer readable instruction, the instructions being executable by the at least one hardware processor for:
     - presetting a screen transition in unlocking, wherein the screen transition comprises: turning a screen along an axis on the screen, such that a lock screen is turned...
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gradually from the front of the screen to the back of the screen, and an unlocked screen is turned gradually from the back of the screen to the front of the screen; and detecting a screen-clicking gesture of the unlocking gesture, and upon detection of the screen-clicking gesture, unlocking the screen according to the preset screen transition in unlocking, wherein the instructions are further executable by the at least one hardware processor for: when the screen is in a lock screen state, upon detecting that the screen is clicked on once, brightening UP the screen and turning the lock screen by a small angle, prompting a user to perform the unlocking gesture to unlock the screen, and restoring the lock screen gradual when no operation is performed by the user within a preset period of time.

8. The device according to claim 7, wherein the unlocking gesture is on of the following operations:

- two single clicks, a double click, a long press, and a sliding movement perpendicular to the axis.

9. The device according to claim 8, wherein the turning a screen along an axis on the screen is: turning the screen to the right when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the right of the axis, or turning the screen to the left when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the left of the axis.

10. The device according to claim 8, wherein the instructions are further executable by the at least one hardware processor for: dividing the screen into N zones, wherein the N is a natural number greater than or equal to 2; presetting the N zones to each correspond to one N different applications; and when the unlocking gesture is performed in one of the zones, setting the unlocked screen as an interface of an application corresponding the one of the N zones.

11. The device according to claim 7, wherein the turning screen along an axis on the screen is: turning the screen to the right when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the right of the axis, or turning the screen to the left when the screen-clicking gesture is performed on a zone to the left of the axis.

12. The device according to claim 7, wherein the instructions are further executable by the at least one hardware processor for: dividing the screen into N zones, wherein the N is a natural number greater than or equal to 2; presetting the N zones to each correspond to one N different applications; and when the unlocking gesture is performed in one of the N zones, setting the unlocked screen as an interface of an application corresponding to the one of the N zones.

* * * * *